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ABSTRACT

We propose a study on the use of hierarchical taxonomies for musical
instrument recognition on solo recordings. Both a natural taxonomy
(inspired by instrument families) and a taxonomy inferred automat-
ically by means of hierarchical clustering are examined. They are
used to build a hierarchical classification scheme based on Support
Vector Machine classifiers and an efficient selection of features from
a wide set of candidate descriptors. The classification results found
with each taxonomy are compared and analysed. The automatic tax-
onomy is found to perform slightly better than the “natural” one.
However, our analysis of the confusion matrices related to these tax-
onomies suggest that both are limited. In fact, it shows that it could
be more advantageous to utilise taxonomies such that the instruments
which are commonly confused are put in distinct decision nodes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Various audio classification tasks have been addressed using hierar-
chical classification schemes. This approach is mainly motivated by
the fact that more successful classification is thereby expected to be
achieved, compared to “flat” systems. This is particularly true for the
task of musical instrument classification. In fact, a number of previ-
ous studies have shown that it is advantageous to use a hierarchical
framework for machine recognition of musical instruments, both on
solo isolated notes [1, 2, 3, 4] and multi-instrument music [5].

In the solo music case, most works exploited intuitive taxonomies,
roughly following the instrument families organisation, which have
been exclusively tested on isolated notes. A very few attempts have
been made at acquiring automatic taxonomies [4, 6], meant to be op-
timal with respect to classification performance. However, no study
has compared the efficiency of automatic taxonomies against natural
ones for the task of musical instrument recognition on solo perfor-
mance recordings, especially in association with advanced machine
learning techniques.

Such a comparison is proposed in this paper. We start by an
overview of our hierarchical classification system. We then describe
the taxonomies considered, and particularly how the automatic tax-
onomy is inferred. Subsequently, we compare the recognition rates
and confusions made by the classification schemes based on these
two alternatives. Finally, we suggest some conclusions.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE HIERARCHICAL
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

2.1. Feature extraction and selection

A wide selection of more than 540 signal processing features is con-
sidered. Since these features and their extraction have been exten-
sively described in various previous work in the field of Music Infor-
mation Retrieval (see [7] for example), in the following, we merely
list the attributes which were examined in our study.

Temporal features (95 features) consist of autocorrelation coeffi-
cients, features obtained from the statistical moments, zero crossing
rates, and amplitude modulation features.

Cepstral features (183 features) are mel-frequency cepstral co-
efficients, and cepstral coefficients obtained from a constant Q trans-
form [8], as well as their first and second time derivatives.

Spectral features (101 features) include features obtained from
the statistical moments, MPEG-7 audio spectrum flatness, spectral
irregularity, spectral crest, spectral slope, spectral decrease, frequency
cutoff, temporal variation of spectrum, and octave band signal inten-
sities and their ratios providing a coarse description of the energy
distribution of sound partials [9].

Wavelet features (35 features) obtained from the statistics of
wavelet coefficients.

Perceptual features (129 features) are also utilised, namely loud-
ness, sharpness, spread and signal to mask ratios.

In order to fetch the most useful features among all the can-
didates considered, automatic feature selection is used [10]. We
have developed a new algorithm which have proved to be efficient
on audio data, compared to the state-of-the-art methods. The first
step of our algorithm is to cluster all features considered (from all
classes) so that the most redundant ones are put in the same clusters.
Then, in each cluster the most valuable feature is selected using the
weights estimated, for each attribute, by a Linear Discriminant Anal-
ysis (LDA) [11] (i.e. the feature which has the first rank is selected).
The obtained features are thus the most useful representatives of the
feature clusters.

The motivation for this approach is that LDA-based feature se-
lection is very successful at producing features ensuring high class
separability but makes no account for another important require-
ment, i.e. selecting non-redundant features. Therefore, by picking
features from different clusters, we obtain both highly discrimina-
tive and non-redundant attributes. Furthermore, an automatic taxon-
omy of features is obtained by this method, which is very interesting
from an analysis point of view. More details on this algorithm will
be given in future work.
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2.2. Classification

Given a L-level hierarchical taxonomy (such as the one depicted in
Figure 1, where L=3), hierarchical classification can be seen as a
procedure combining L flat classification schemes, each related to
one level of the taxonomy. At each level l, unknown sounds are
assigned, by the corresponding flat classification scheme, to a par-
ticular class Ω̂l which is one of the nodes of the taxonomy. The final
decision is reached by following the path, from the root node (N0)
to the leafs (at the bottom), found by crossing at each level l, the
selected node Ω̂l. When the bottom of the taxonomy is reached, the
sounds are classified among the possible instrument classes.

At each level, we use Support Vector Machine classifiers (SVM)
[12] with a Gaussian kernel, based on the features selected for the
discrimination of the original classes. SVM are used in a “one vs
one” fashion, with probabilistic outputs [13] and the Hastie & Tib-
shirani technique for coupling the pairwise decisions [14]. This al-
lows for using the usual Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decision rule
[11].

3. TAXONOMIES OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

3.1. Instrument families

Various taxonomies have been proposed for musical instrument clas-
sification on isolated notes roughly following the instrument families
organisation [1, 2, 3]. While some declinations are common to these
studies, as for example the primary division of instruments into “sus-
tained” and “pizzicati”, other groupings are not unanimously shared,
especially for the wind instruments.

We select a taxonomy inspired by [3] which organises the instru-
ments with respect to the sound production mode. The restriction of
this taxonomy to the instruments considered in this study (presented
in Table 2) is depicted in Figure 1.

Cb Cl Ts As Ss Ob BoVl Va BoCo Tr Fh TaTb

Cb Cl Ts As Ss Ob BoTr Fh Tb TaVl Va Co Bo

N0

DrVl Va Co Ba Tr Tb Fh Ta Cl Cb Ts As Ss Ob Bo FlPn Gt Bs

BsGtPn Fl

Level 1

Level 0

Level 2

Level 3

N0.1: Pizzicati N0.2: Sustained

N0.2.3: Single/double reedsN0.2.2: BrassN0.2.1: Strings

Solo music

Fig. 1. A taxonomy following instrument families organisation. The
related classification scheme will be referred to as FHC.

3.2. Inferring an automatic taxonomy

We now briefly describe our algorithm for inferring hierarchical tax-
onomies, originally presented in [6] (see [5] for a more detailed de-
scription).

The target instrument classes are organised using a hierarchical
clustering algorithm. We use agglomerative hierarchical clustering
[11] to produce “a hierarchy of nested clusterings”. This is known
to be an optimal and natural way of arranging the data in the sense
that the most similar classes with respect to the chosen closeness
criterion are then put in the same clusters.

The choice of the closeness criterion is critical. We need ro-
bust distances enabling us to reduce the effect of feature noise on
the clustering performance. Also, the distances are required to be
matched with the behaviour of the classifiers to be used. A conve-
nient and robust means of measuring the closeness or separability of
data classes is to use probabilistic distance measures between them,
i.e distances between their probability distributions [11]. This is an
interesting alternative to classic Euclidean distance between feature
vectors known to be inefficient for sound source classification. For
improved robustness, a kernel method is used to measure the prob-
abilistic distances in a transformed features space (using a Gaussian
kernel). We follow Zhou & Chellapa’s approach to measure two
alternative distances: the divergence and Bhattacharryya distances
[15]. The divergence turns out to entail the best clustering perfor-
mance.

4. EXPERIMENTS

The instruments used in our study are given in Table 2. Solo (un-
accompanied) music was excerpted from commercial recordings of
each instrument. The properties of the sound database assembled are
summed up in Table 1. Note that there is a complete separation be-
tween sources1 from which the training excerpts were extracted and
those providing the testing excerpts. This allows for assessing the
generalisation capabilities of the classification schemes. We were
unfortunately unable to assemble enough data for the bass clarinet.
Consequently, all the excerpts which were available for this class
were used for training, hence the bass clarinet is not tested but it is
considered as a possible class when testing the other instruments.

Instrument Train src. Train Test src. Test

Pn 7 22’ 16” 7 14’ 13”
Gt 5 10’ 43” 5 15’ 58”
Bs 3 7’ 37” 5 12’ 44”

Ba 3 6’ 44” 4 6’ 45”
Co 5 15’ 47” 5 12’ 7”
Va 5 16’ 37” 5 15’ 57”
Vl 6 34’ 11” 5 24’ 11”

Ta 2 2’ 49” 2 1’ 51”
Tb 4 15’ 28” 4 7’ 1”
Fh 4 3’ 43” 2 3’ 24”
Tr 5 10’ 46” 5 11’ 30”

Bo 4 13’ 0” 4 12’ 14”
Ts 3 11’ 13” 5 6’ 40”
As 3 20’ 7” 4 10’ 15”
Ss 2 13’ 49” 2 7’ 51”
Fl 5 16’ 31” 5 15’ 56”
Ob 4 14’ 46” 5 14’ 40”
Cl 5 8’ 34” 5 13’ 38”
Cb 4 2’ 13” 0 0’ 0”

Dr 3 3’ 1” 1 4’ 24”

Table 1. Sound database used. “Train src.” and “Test src.” are
respectively the number of different sources used, “Train” and “Test”
are respectively the total lengths (in minutes and seconds) of the train
and test sets. Train data size is sometimes smaller than the test data
size, since this database is used in a larger study where it is necessary
to keep a part of the training data as a hold-out set (not appearing
here) for tuning purposes.

1a source is a music recording such that, either the recording studio, the
artist or the instrument instance differs from one source to another.
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40 features from the 543 candidates were selected using our fea-
ture selection algorithm. Spectral features are largely represented in
the subset of the most valuable features (18/40 are spectral features).
Among the other successful features are 9 cepstral attributes and 6
perceptual ones.

Instrument Code Instrument Code

Alto sax As Oboe Ob
Tenor sax Ts Soprano sax Ss
Bassoon Bo Piano Pn
Double bass, pizzicato Bs Double bass arco Ba
Bass clarinet Cb Tuba Ta
Clarinet Cl Trombone Tb
Cello Co Trumpet Tr
Flute Fl Viola Va
French horn Fh Violin Vl
Guitar Gt Drums Dr

Table 2. Instruments considered and their codes.

The classification system based on the taxonomy following in-
strument families will be referred to as FHC, while the one based on
the automatic taxonomy will be referred to as AHC.

Recognition success is evaluated over a number of decision win-
dows. Each decision window combines elementary decisions taken
over Nt consecutive 32-ms analysis frames. The recognition success
rate, for each class, is the percentage of successful decisions over the
total number of available decision windows. In our experiment we
use Nt = 249, which corresponds to 4-second decisions (there is
50% overlap between analysis windows). Note that these are the
final decisions, i.e. the decisions made at the leaf nodes. In fact,
the decisions at intermediate nodes are taken over a single analysis
frame, hence the rates which will be presented for these intermediate
decisions are measured with Nt = 1.

4.1. A reference “flat” classification system

A flat classification system based on Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) [11] was built to serve as a reference. We use these clas-
sifiers instead of the “one vs one” classification scheme based on
SVM, which is used in the hierarchical systems studied, to reduce
the computational load. In fact, 190 pairwise classifiers, targeting all
possible pairs of instrument classes among 20, would be required.
A GMM with 8 component densities was thus computed for each
of the 20 instrument classes considered based on the 40 features se-
lected. The average accuracy found is 61.3%. In addition to the
“usual” intra-family confusions, others between instruments from
distinct families are made by the system. For example, the bassoon
is confused with the French horn 24.3% of the time, the oboe is con-
fused with the trumpet 11.2% and the tenor sax assigned to the class
violin 24.9% of the time.

4.2. The automatic taxonomy obtained

The taxonomy obtained based on the 40 features selected is depicted
in Figure 2. Note that it is different from the one acquired in [6]
as a wider selection of features is used, which allows for describ-
ing further qualities of the instrument sounds. The groupings do not
always reflect the instrument families organisation, but they are con-
sistent with the confusions which are found by the flat instrument
classification system, in the sense that the instruments which are the
most frequently confused are found in the same nodes of the taxon-
omy. For example, the trumpet and the oboe are grouped together in

the node N0.3, and the French horn and the bassoon are both in the
nodes N0.2 and N0.2.1.

Ob Tr

Bo FhVl As Ss Va Fl

N0.1.1 N0.2.1N0.1.2

Bo FhCl FlCo Cb Ts Vl As Ss VaPn Gt

N0.1.1.1 N.0.1.1.2 N.01.2.1

Vl As VaSsCo Cb TsPn Gt

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 1

Level 0

Pn Gt Co Cb Ts Cl Vl As Ss Va Fl Bo Fh Tb

N0.1 N0.2 N0.3 N0.4

N0

Tr Ba Bs TaTb ObPn Gt Co Cb Ts Cl

Dr Ba Bs Ta

Solo music

Fig. 2. Automatic taxonomy of musical instruments. The related
classification scheme is referred to as AHC.

4.3. Comparing the performance of the two taxonomies

Table 3 sums up the recognition accuracies achieved by the 2 hierar-
chical classification systems.

Both of the hierarchical systems perform2 better than the flat
system. On average, the automatic taxonomy yields better results
than the instrument families taxonomy. AHC identifies more suc-
cessfully 11 instruments among 18, compared to FHC. However, the
difference in average accuracy is quite small. Let us first analyse the
confusions at the intermediate nodes.

With FHC. The average accuracy at the top level (level 1) is
82.3%. The instruments of the node N0.2 are successfully recog-
nised 96.4% of the time. The guitar is assigned to N0.2 30% of the
time and so are the drums in 22.8% of the cases. The classification
among the nodes of the second level is more difficult. The average
accuracy is 84.0% at the node N0.1 and only 64.3% at N0.2. The
most important confusions occur for the flute and the tuba which are
assigned to N0.2.3, respectively 43.4% and 41.8% of the time. Fi-
nally, at the last level (level 3), important confusions occur for the
viola with the violin, the clarinet with the alto sax, the soprano sax
with the alto sax, and the French horn with the trombone, more than
30% of time.

With AHC. The average recognition accuracy at the top level
(level 1) is 74.4%. Instruments of the node N0.2 are successfully
classified only 56.2% of the time, they are frequently assigned to
N0.1. While with FHC many confusions occur at the second level,
the average recognition accuracy is over 80% at the second level of
the automatic taxonomy. The main difficulty arise for the classifica-
tion of the clarinet which is assigned to N0.1.2 48.2% of the time.
In fact, most confusions occur between instruments which belong to
the same instrument family but were put by the clustering algorithm
in different groups. At the last level, one can point out the confu-
sions of the alto sax with the soprano sax (66.1% of the time) and
the bassoon with the French horn (56.0% of the time).

By studying the confusion matrices output by the two systems
(not given here for the lack of space), one can observe that the use

2Performance is measured in terms of the average recognition accuracy.
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of a particular taxonomy results in a different distribution of the in-
strument confusions, without necessarily achieving a substantial im-
provement in overall performance (as required). Surprisingly, these
confusions do not reflect the expectation that instruments grouped
together in the same nodes of the taxonomy are less frequently con-
fused once the leaf nodes are reached. It seems more advantageous
to have instruments which are difficult to discriminate in different
decision nodes at the bottom of the hierarchy. For example, the flute
is confused with the oboe 11.3% by FHC but only 4.1% of the time
by AHC, as the flute and the oboe are found in distant nodes of the
automatic taxonomy. This is also true for the pair bassoon vs French
horn: these two instruments form the node N0.2 of the automatic
taxonomy while they are in different nodes of the instrument family
taxonomy (N0.2.2 and N0.2.3).

% correct Families Automatic
Pn 93.9 95.2
Gt 74.5 77.3
Ba-Bs 93.7 93.5
Co 58.0 59.0
Va 61.0 61.6
Vl 66.6 70.2
Ta 34.6 37.9
Tb 69.5 67.7
Fh 55.3 64.4
Tr 71.0 74.1
Bo 57.9 43.6
Ts 18.7 18.1
As 95.0 93.9
Ss 8.4 9.4
Fl 65.5 77.9
Ob 91.3 88.2
Cl 42.6 39.4

Dr 91.2 90.7

Mean 63.8 64.6

Table 3. Instrument recognition accuracies fond by the classification
schemes tested. “Families” and “Automatic” refer to the hierarchical
systems based respectively on the instrument families and automatic
taxonomies.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have analysed and compared the performance of
two alternative hierarchical taxonomies for the task of instrument
recognition on solo recordings: the first is inspired by the “natural”
instrument families organisation and the second was built automat-
ically by hierarchical clustering, grouping together the instrument
having similar acoustic features into the same clusters. Using SVM
classifiers we found that the automatic taxonomy performed only
slightly better than the natural one.

Analysing the confusion matrices related to each of the classi-
fication schemes, we arrived at the surprising conclusion that when
instruments which are difficult to discriminate are grouped by the
taxonomy in the same decision nodes at early levels, they are not
more accurately classified by either classification scheme. This find-
ing contradicts the fact that “close” classes should be systematically
grouped together when building a taxonomy for classification. It im-
plies that it might be useful to consider acquiring taxonomies which
spread the instruments which are difficult to discriminate over dis-
tant nodes. While this could be a limitation if considering genera-
tive classification approaches (such as GMM), since it is difficult to

model the probability densities of the resulting class-groups (poten-
tially heterogeneous), it would not be necessarily a shortcoming if
non-linear SVM classifiers are used, as complex decision surfaces
can be learned.
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